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  PREVENTION PROGRAM: SPACE & SELF SETTLING IN 10 – 15 MINUTE BLOCKS 
 

SPACE ISSUES:  MAINTAINING SPACE – DECREASING SPATIAL INTRUSION  
  

Space rules: No sharing space bubbles without permission- Use words like My Space-Your Space, I need more 
space please, Respect other people’s spatial needs, Use Self-talk messages about respecting space to keep peace 
    1. Define area for moving in –walking.  Make space to move in smaller and then even smaller.  

What are different movements needed for smaller and smaller spaces e.g. smaller steps, body parts closer 
to body, slower speed, more weaving, more visual attention. 
How do you sense a space is getting too crowded and what can you do then - e.g. leave  
that space and come back later, see if space available can be increased. 

 
2.  Review the rules for moving in large space vs. small space.  Play with maintaining different size space 

bubbles with different movement challenges – decide what size space bubble to be maintained before each 
movement challenge. 

Start children on their feet walking, then allow skipping, hopping or galloping, then decide if there is 
room for running or not.  Follow this with different movement challenges (good for following directions 
too) such as travel with one hand and one foot off the floor, no feet touching the ground.  Have children 
come up with parameters that allow choices.   

 
3.  Respecting spatial needs of others - Connection vs. Disconnection 

Explore approaching others in different ways.  Use crepe paper & have the children define the size space 
bubble they want.  Have the child stand in the space and direct a partner to approach in different ways – 
walking, running, crawling, from the front, behind, side, etc.  Have partner walk around the perimeter of 
the space – have them ask if they can come in or not and where they can be in that person’s space.   
Switch roles – discuss how different people felt 

 
4.  Respecting spatial needs of others - Connection vs. Disconnection 

Have children explore non-verbal ways people signal they want you with them or they don’t want you.  
Initially just as they approach but work toward being together and how you might signal that you want to 
end your connection for the time being.   

Ask people to demonstrate some of the ways they can think of.    
Evaluate respectful vs. disrespectful ways and how each of these ways feels.  What do you do if 
someone indicates they don’t want to be with you? 
    Remember self-talk and self-calming techniques 
    Make a plan for other things you could do or other people to be with 
    If it’s a friend, how might express your feelings?  
 What are the signs that tell you that you are close enough or too close? 

  
 5.  Maintaining space while sitting or working on things on the ground like building with blocks      
                 or Legos, or working at a table with others 

See if group can sit down and maintain elbow-room, balancing the use of space. 
Have group practice changing positions without invading anyone’s space – not getting   
             up and moving to a new space but staying put and fidgeting safely 
See if people can get up and leave space and rejoin without invading space 
 

 6. Maintaining space while sitting or working on things on the ground like building with blocks      
                 or Legos, or working at a table with others 
  Actually set up scenarios such as working on a block structure.  Have children practice  

moving around each other – ask them how to guess how many people can fit in that space 
This can be done as situations are happening during a day 
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IMPULSE CONTROL - SELF-SETTLING – POSITIVE PROBLEM SOLVING 

 
1. IMPULSE CONTROL OR PUTTING ON THE BRAKES, BEING ABLE TO STOP YOUR BODY 

A. TRAVELING BRAKES Set up lines w/cloth or tape about 1 foot from the wall on either side across room.   
          Have children, a few at a time run full tilt and try to stop on the line, not touching the wall 
          Ask the children to figure out what technique they used to stop; jump, pushing feet into ground, twisting, etc.    
          Have them try several times and try different techniques.  Goal is to feel the need to add tension in the body to  
             stop forward direction. 
          If there’s time have them try different ways of moving across the room and stopping, cartwheels, rolling, etc.  

B. BRAKES IN PLACE  Have children find a spot in the room or in the area you are working in where they 
have a large space bubble (important because they are going to move wildly)           

         Have them feel their feet on the ground and pretend they are glued there 
         Have them move wildly in place & then freeze in whatever position they are in when you say STOP or BRAKES 
         Have them hold the position for a while to feel that stopping requires adding tension.  
     C.    PLAY WITH CONCEPT OF BRAKES   Make a game where at any time the adults can say BRAKES       
         and everyone has to freeze and stop what they are doing until you say release at  which time they take some    
         slow breaths to release the added tension and go on with what  they were doing.  
 

 
2. 4 B’s BRAKES, BREATHING, BRAINS, BODY 

A. BREATHING: Explore the difference between abdominal and chest breathing.  Have the children lay down 
with hands on the stomach & try to breath in a relaxed way. Check each child. If they are having trouble put 
your hands on their hands & gently push down as they exhale.  This usually activates them to breathe against 
the pressure & activate the abdominal muscles.  When they can do it lying down, have them try it standing up 
& then sitting.  You could have them sit crossed legged & close their eyes and meditate, keeping focus on the 
breath & feeling their bottom on the floor (grounding).   

B. TWO B’S:  Now incorporate brakes from above with abdominal breathing in the playing 
 with brakes activity. And start them doing the 2 B’s with arm brakes and breathing from the  handout.   
 Ask for & reward them for catching themselves & yelling in their head STOP, BREATHE & then doing it. 

C. SELF TALK: Do the ‘I am weak – I am strong’ activity with the arm.  Talk about self-talk, introduce the 
BRAINS – talk about using it to calm down in other situations brainstorming other places to use it & what they 
might say.  Encourage placing hands on the head because it reminds and stimulates them to use the brain.   
Make a Brain game – at any moment of tension or difficulty or even in a good moments add BRAINS to 
STOP and BREATHE – Use this for calming AND for self-control in tense situations 

D. BODY: All four B’s See Handout 
E. FIFTH B – BREAK (For anger) – STOP, BREATHE, THINK ABOUT SOMETHING ELSE 
F. PRACTICE: Do exciting activity and practice four Bs, Pretend you are annoyed or angry practice Fifth B 
 

 
3. POSITIVE PROBLEM SOLVING: Incorporating Self Talk into problem situations See handout.  This is more of 

a talking and role play situation but again out of no where you can yell BRAINS and they have to come up with 
something to say to themselves about whatever they are doing at the moment.  Then discuss some of the situations. 

 
 
4. OPPOSITE MIRRORING:  Pair children have them start with mirroring, watching closely enough that as you walk 

by you cannot tell who is leading. 
Then have the children do the opposite of what their partner is doing.  Do not follow their partner.  Then try it in groups 
of three or four.  Play with this idea – two children mirroring with one doing the opposite.  Have discussions about it.  
Bring up the idea of resisting temptation to follow bad ideas and how it is hard and might feel bad in a social situation to 
not follow someone who is strong or pushing at you to follow.    


